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ABSTRACT: The majority of nanocomposite ole!n/para"n
separation membranes use silver nanoparticles or silver ions as
the ole!n binding agent. In this theoretical study, we character-
ize the ole!n interaction with silver nanoparticles and show that
silver is special in that it chemisorbs ethylene more weakly than
other metals. Some variation with particle size is found; small
79 atom nanoparticles tend to bind ethylene more strongly
than larger 140 atom particles, which in turn are well approxi-
mated by facets of bulk crystal surfaces. The e#ect of replacing
cores of nanoparticles with di#erent metals is demonstrated to
selectively tune binding based on the relative d-band centers of the twometals.We identify silver-cored, gold-shelled nanoparticles as
potentially more e#ective for ole!n/para"n separations. Random alloys of gold and silver were also considered. We !nd that
25%-75% Au-Ag random alloys are strong candidates for use in ole!n/para"n separation membranes due to the presence of
reactive (111) faces without the cost of a strong increase in the binding energies on edges and corners. Nanocomposite membranes
containing these nanoparticles hold promise for more e"ciently separating ole!ns from para"ns.

’ INTRODUCTION

Ethylene, a basic industrial synthetic building block, is com-
monly used in the production of various polyethylene plastics as
well as inmany glycols, surfactants, and styrenes.With yearly pro-
duction exceeding 75 million tons, ethylene is the most commonly
produced light ole!n.1 Ethylene and other light ole!ns are typically
produced via steam cracking of naphtha, ethane, and other hydro-
carbon feeds at high temperatures.2 Steam cracking, including re-
lated puri!cation processes, is themost energy intensive processes in
the petrochemical industry.3

The separation from ethane is a key step in the production of
ethylene via steam cracking. Typically, ethylene/ethane mixtures
are liqui!ed for cryodistillation in large fractionating columns.
This process, in large part due to the required phase change, is
highly energy-intensive. Ole!n/para"n separation accounts for
well over 1014 BTU of energy per year.4 Gas separation mem-
branes o#er an appealing energy-e"cient alternative to the cryodis-
tillation process.

Ole!n/para"n separation membranes commonly contain silver
ions that selectively chemisorb ole!ns.5-8 Membranes containing
silver ions are unstable over long periods of time and under expo-
sure to light.9 Membranes that replace ionic silver with silver
nanoparticles have been demonstrated to be more resistant to
degradation over time while remaining selective for ole!ns.10,11

Similar membranes containing gold nanoparticles in place of silver
have also been demonstrated to be selective for propylene over
propane.12

Models of ole!n/para"n separation indicate that the selective
properties of nanocompositemembranesmay be tuned by adjusting
the binding energy of the ole!n onto nanoparticles.13 Nanoparticles
are particularly appealing for this type of application because their

properties, such as the binding energy of a target molecule, may be
tuned by adjusting the particle size and composition.14 Beginning
with the unusual size dependence of catalytically active Au na-
noclusters by Valden et al.,15 size e#ects in nanoparticles have been
of considerable interest for catalyst design. Size represents a tunable
parameter thatmay be controlled experimentally in order to adjust
the binding energy of ethylene to the nanoparticle surface.

Bimetallic systems o#er a second level of tuning;in addition
to particle size;to selectively increase or decrease the surface
electron density by substituting a more electron-rich or electron-
poor metal at the near-surface.16,17 Core-shell bimetallic nano-
particles can be synthesized using dendrimer encapsulation tech-
niques with controlled size and composition.18,19

In this work, we seek to identify the properties of Ag that
contribute to its uniqueness for ole!n/para"n separation mem-
branes. We !nd that Ag is special, for it has the weakest chem-
isorption energy for ethylene among the late transition metals.
We then investigate alloys to !nd other possible nanoparticles with
chemisorption energy similar to, or weaker than, Ag. Ultimately, we
suggest novel nanoparticles that could potentially improve upon
the e#ectiveness of Ag for use in ole!n/para"n separation mem-
branes.

’COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The chemisorption of ethylene to noble metal nanoparticles
and slabs was calculated with density functional theory (DFT).
The coinage metals of group 11;Cu, Ag, and Au;as well as the
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group 10 metals;Ni, Pd, and Pt;were considered as pure
metal, core-shell, and random alloy nanoparticle geometries.
Ethylene binding to metal slabs at kink and step defects was also
considered.

All DFT calculations were performed using the Vienna ab
initio Simulation Package (VASP).20 Valence electrons were
described with Kohn-Sham single-electron wave functions21,22

and expanded in a plane wave basis with an energy cuto# of 274
eV. Core electrons, including the semicore p states in the metals,
were described within the projector augmented wave (PAW)
framework.23,24 Spin-polarization was considered in all cases and
applied where required. The exchange-correlation contribution
to the DFT energy was determined through the PW91 general-
ized-gradient approximation (GGA) functional.25

DFT was used to optimize the structure of all nanoparticles,
adsorbates, and surfaces such that the forces on all atoms were
less than 0.01 eV/Å. Nanoparticle structures, containing 38,
79, or 140 atoms, were assumed to be in a face-centered cubic
truncated-octahedron geometry. In core-shell nanoparticle
geometries, the 6, 19, and 44 core atoms were replaced by a
di#erent metal. Alloy nanoparticles were generated by randomly
distributing speci!ed fractions of the component metal atoms in
the nanoparticle.

Nanoparticles were placed in the simulation box with a 4 Å
vacuum on all sides such that periodic images were separated by
at least 8 Å. The Brillouin zone was sampled at the !-point, and a
Gaussian-like function26 with a smearing width of 0.01 eV was
used for determining partial occupancies of states near the Fermi
level. Binding sites included (111) faces and edge and corner sites
and are shown on a Ag19@Au60 nanoparticle in Figure 1. The
notation is of the form core@shell.

Slab calculations were performed on FCC surfaces with the
bottom two layers held frozen in bulk positions using PAW-GGA
optimized lattice constants.27 A vacuum of at least 10 Å was used
to separate periodic images between slabs. The Brillouin zone
was sampled with a 4 ! 4 ! 1 Monkhorst-Pack28 k-point mesh
and integrated using themethod ofMethfessel and Paxton29 with
a smearing width of 0.1 eV. For both nanoparticle and slab systems,
the energy was extrapolated to a state of no partial occupancy.

The clean (111) face was modeled in a p(3 ! 3) geometry,
with nine atoms per layer. The stepped surface, similar to the
nanoparticle edge, has a (111) microfacet. The slab analogue of a
corner binding site was chosen as a kink site on the (111) surface.
The step and kink binding sites are shown in Figure 2. Both the
stepped and kinked surfaces were modeled using vicinal surfaces
and sampled with the same k-point mesh as the clean slab.

The local d density of states (DOS) was calculated for each
atom by projecting the Kohn-Sham wave functions onto spher-
ical harmonic functions within the atom’s Bader volumes.30 A
grid-based decomposition of the charge density was used to deter-
mine the Bader volume.31 The d-band center was determined by an
average over the range -10 to 2 eV with respect to the Fermi
level.

For vibrational frequencies, the Hessian matrix was built by
moving all atoms in the ethylene molecule and the nearby metal
atoms by a !nite di#erence of 0.002 Å. The Hessian was then
diagonalized to !nd the normal modes. Due to the accurate forces
required to build the Hessian, systems where vibrational frequen-
cies were calculated were further optimized in geometry such that
the force per atom was smaller than 0.003 eV/Å.

’ETHYLENE BINDING ON PURE METALS

(111) Faces. Molecular binding on (111) faces tends to be
weak; the surface electronic states are delocalized over the
surface and the overlap between the adsorbate HOMO and the
surface is small. The high coordination of surface atoms deloca-
lizes the surface states in contrast to a rough surface with localized
states where stronger binding can occur.32

The binding geometries of ethylene at nanoparticles and slabs
are shown in Figure 3. On the (111) face, the molecule sits directly
on top of a single surface atom; this binding position has been
determined theoretically for Cu,33,34 Ag,35 and Au.32 Small
nanoparticles have small (111) faces over which electronic states
may be delocalized. With increasing size, the faces grow larger
and allow for a greater degree of delocalization of states. The
e#ect of size on chemisorption on the (111) face is shown in
Table 1.
From Table 1, small nanoparticles;those containing 38 and

79 atoms;tend to bind ethylene stronger than larger particles.
There is only small variation between the 140-atom nanoparti-
cles and the bulk value. No chemisorption is found for any size for

Figure 1. A 79-atom Ag@Au core-shell nanoparticle; binding sites for
ethylene are shown.

Figure 2. (a) A (111)/(111) step is the binding site analog of a
nanoparticle edge site. (b) A kink site is the slab analogue of a nano-
particle corner site.

Figure 3. Ethylene binding (a) atop a single Cu atom on the (111) face
of a Cu79 nanoparticle and (b) on the bulk Cu(111) surface.
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Ag nanoparticles or on the bulk, and only weak binding is seen for
large Au particles and the surface of Au(111). The Ni group
metals all chemisorb ethylene stronger than the Cu group.
The binding energies in Table 1 are for the top site binding

position; however, experimental36 and theoretical37,38 evidence
indicates that, on the Pt(111) face, ethylene chemisorbs prefer-
entially through a di-! interaction. In this geometry, the carbon
centers become sp3-like as the molecule bridges two surface Pt
atoms.37 This is in contrast to the top-site binding where the
center of the C-C bond is on top of a single surface atom and
both carbon atoms remain sp2-like in character. The same pref-
erence for di-! surface binding compared to top binding is ob-
served for ethylene chemisorption on the Pd(111) face38,39 and
Pd(100) face.40,41

The di-! binding geometries are shown in Figure 4 and
energies in Table 2. Chemisorption on Pt and Pd is preferred
in the di-! binding geometry. Top site binding from Table 1 is
unfavorable as compared to the di-! geometry at all sizes.
Edges and Steps. Edge and corner atoms, as well as their slab

analogues, are under-coordinated as compared to the bulk. Under-
coordination localizes electronic states at the defect and allows
for greater overlap between the adsorbate HOMO and the
surface LUMO.33,34,42 Ethylene chemisorption to edge sites is
shown in Figure 5, and the binding energies are summarized in
Table 3. There are no edge atoms in the 38-atom nanoparticles.
From Table 3, several trends emerge. Once the particle size

reaches 140 atoms, the binding energies are, in general, close to

the bulk equivalent values. Small particles, those with 38 and 79
atoms, bind ethylene more strongly. The di-! binding geometry
is dominant at all sizes for Pd and Pt, but the " geometry dom-
inates for the other metals. Uniquely among these metals, Ag has
no di-! chemisorption.
Corners and Kinks. The under-coordinated atoms at corners

and kinks have localized electronic states and are generally free of
steric hindrance from neighboring atoms, so binding is expected
to be strongest on these sites. Ethylene chemisorption is shown
in Figure 6, and the binding energies are summarized in Table 4.
Binding is the strongest on the corners and kinks as compared

to edges and the (111) face. There is also less variation in binding
energy across the range of particle sizes into the bulk. In particular,
Ag, Pd, and Pt show almost no change with increasing particle
size. Binding on the smallest particles of Au and Ni resulted in
signi!cant deformation from the initial truncated octahedron
geometry.

’THE UNIQUENESS OF SILVER

From the previous sections, it is apparent that Ag binds
ethylene the weakest among the noble metals. Even the strongest
binding sites for ethylene on Ag are still on the order of 0.2 eV
lower than the next weakest metal, Au. Ag is unique for its weak
chemisorption of ethylene.

This observation is consistent with analytical models of
optimal binding energies for ole!n separation membranes. The
model of Pozun andHenkelman13 predicts that the magnitude of
selectivity increases with weaker chemisorption, as does the
pressure at which the selectivity peak occurs. This model predicts

Table 1. Ethylene Binding to (111) Faces (eV)

NP-38 NP-79 NP-140 slab

Ni 0.94 0.73 0.77 0.72

Pd 0.65 0.74 0.75 0.78

Pt 1.35 1.24 0.99 0.89

Cu 0.11 0.29 0.14 0.21

Ag a a a a

Au b 0.25 0.10 0.10
aNo chemisorptive interaction >0.05 eV. b Particle deformed.

Figure 4. The di-! bridging geometry for ethylene (a) on a Pt79(111)
face and (b) on bulk Pt(111).

Table 2. Di-! (111) Face Binding (eV)

NP-38 NP-79 NP-140 slab

Pd, di-! 1.00 0.96 1.02 1.00

Pt, di-! 1.59 1.59 1.35 1.18

Figure 5. Ethylene binding (a) to a Ag79 nanoparticle edge and (b) to a
step on Ag(111)/(111).

Table 3. Edge and Step Site Binding (eV)

NP-79 NP-140 slab-step

Ni, " 1.17 1.26 1.23

Pd, di-! 1.28 1.25 1.16

Pd, " 1.05 1.06 1.07

Pt, di-! 1.73 1.51 1.40

Pt, " 1.37 1.23 1.18

Cu, " 0.75 0.57 0.63

Ag, di-! a a a

Ag, " 0.32 0.23 0.26

Au, di-! 0.45 0.36 0.26

Au, " 0.43 0.42 0.43
aNo chemisorptive interaction >0.05 eV.
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that the maximum of selectivity occurs in a 50:50 ethylene/
ethane gas mixture at a pressure given by

p
p0

" 2 exp -
"E
kT

! "
#1$

where p0 is the pressure at which half of the Langmuir adsorption
sites are !lled and "E is the ethylene binding energy. Optimal
separation may be achieved more quickly if performed at higher
pressures, so eq 1 predicts that the ideal binding should be low in
order to maximize the pressure where peak selectivity occurs.
This preference for weak chemisorption is consistent with our
DFT calculations.

’D-BAND MODEL FOR CHEMISORPTION

Several models of chemisorption explain binding trends as a
function of the d-band of the metal. Newns and Anderson43

describe the strength of chemisorption as a function of the
adsorbent DOS, the discrete adsorbate binding state, and the
coupling energy between the two. This model was expanded
upon byHammer andNørskov in the tight-binding framework to
establish a simple model for the d-band contribution to chem-
isorption.44-46

Using the notation of Hammer et al.,45 the chemisorption
strength between the d-band of the metal surface and the " and
"* orbitals of ethylene is given by

Echem " - 2 #1- f $ V"
2

#d - #"
% fS"V"

" #

- 2 f
V"&

2

#"& - #d
% fS"&V"&

" #

#2$

In this expression, V is the coupling between the metal surface
and the adsorbate state, #d is the d-band center, S is the overlap
matrix element between the surface and ethylene states, and f is
the d-band fractional !lling. The d-bands of the noble metals,
with the exception of Pt, are full,47 so f = 1 for these metals.

This model predicts that, in the limit of small S, the energy
di#erence between the unoccupied ethylene "* orbital energy
and the d-band center will be the controlling factor for chemi-
sorption strength. As the d-band center approaches the Fermi
level, (#"* - #d) becomes smaller, and the result is stronger
chemisorption.

While DFTmay be used to directly calculate binding energies,
eq 2 provides a simpli!ed estimate for the dominant factor in
chemisorption strength. The binding energy of ethylene, as cal-
culated using DFT, is plotted in Figure 7 against the local d-band
center for corner and edge binding sites. The relevant nanopar-
ticle binding positions are shown in Figure 1 with their bulk anal-
ogues shown in Figure 2. From Figure 7, there is a clear linear
trend that, as the d-band center approaches the Fermi level, binding
increases. All of the edge and corner sites all lie along the same
linear scatter, with the exception of Pt.

In the case of Pt, the chemisorption strength is larger than that
for the other metals at the same d-band center. The electronic
structure of Pt is characterized by a wide, partially un!lled d-band
with a !lling factor, f, less than unity. For comparison, the d-bands
of Pt and Pd are plotted in Figure 8. Due to the partial !lling, the
!rst term in eq 2 also contributes to the chemisorption and devi-
ation from the linear relationship results.

As predicted by eq 2, an adsorbate interacting with a wide
d-band that crosses the Fermi level results in strong binding by
depopulating antibonding states and !lling bonding states. The
other metals;Cu, Ag, Au, Ni, and Pd;have d-bands of nearly
the same width that lie entirely below the Fermi level. The
common linear correlation of binding energy with d-band center
among these metals is the result.
Bond Order and Normal Modes. Equation 2 predicts that

charge is transferred both from the olefin " bond and into the "*
bond. Both of these interactions lower the C-C bond order and
make the molecule closer to sp3 hybridized than the gas phase sp2

hybridization. The expectation for charge transfer and bond order
weakening may be observed through the changes in the normal-
mode frequencies of the chemisorbed ethylene.
As the C-C bond order decreases, each carbon center

becomes increasingly sp3-like rather than sp2-like, and the $(CC)
stretch shifts proportionately with bond order. Correspondingly,

Figure 6. Ethylene binding (a) to a Ag79 corner and (b) to a kink site on
Ag(111).

Table 4. Corner and Kink Site Binding (eV)

NP-38 NP-79 NP-140 slab-kink

Ni a 1.26 1.34 1.12

Pd 1.15 1.18 1.17 1.16

Pt 1.57 1.56 1.59 1.54

Cu 0.63 0.79 0.69 0.67

Ag 0.31 0.37 0.35 0.36

Au a 0.71 0.60 0.59
a Particle deformed.

Figure 7. A correlation is found between the binding energy of ethylene
at under-coordinated sites on non-Pt metals and their local d-band center.
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the C-H bond angle becomes less than the 120! found in sp2

carbon centers. This change in bond angle a#ects the Raman-
active %(CH2) scissoring mode by shifting the frequency pro-
portionately.
Due to the D2h symmetry of ethylene, the $(CC) and %(CH2)

modes are infrared inactive; however, bothmodes are Raman active.
Previous experimental Raman studies of ethylene bound on metal
surfaces indicate that the chemisorbed species has a Raman shift in
both of these modes corresponding to decreasing bond order.48 A
comparison of experimentally observed and calculated modes for
pure ethylene is shown in the !rst row of Figure 9.
As predicted by DFT, experimental chemisorption of ethylene

on noble metal electrodes indicates that Ag binds ethylene
weaker than both Au and Cu.50 The strength of ethylene
chemisorption is observed experimentally with surface-enhanced
Raman spectroscopy (SERS) to probe vibrational spectra. SERS
indicates that the shift in the $(CC) in chemisorbed ethylene
similarly indicates that silver binds ethylene weaker than both
gold and copper.48

’OPTIMIZING OLEFIN/PARAFFIN SEPARATION
MEMBRANES

With respect to the design of ole!n/para"n separation mem-
branes, analytical models13 indicate that an increased active surface

area and weak chemisorption are desirable. Small particles have a
favorable surface/volume ratio, and Tables 3 and 4 indicate that
the binding energy on Ag does not change signi!cantly with particle
size. Table 1, however, indicates that there is no chemisorption on
the Ag(111) face at any size. This result indicates that all of the
selectivity that occurs fromAg nanocomposite membranes is due
to under-coordinated sites or defects. One criterion for improv-
ing upon Ag in nanocomposite membranes is a (111) face that
weakly chemisorbs ethylene.

The other late transition metals follow the trends identi!ed in
Figure 7 where the d-band is the controlling factor. Importantly,
there is no crossover point;with the exception of Ni and Pd,
which have similar d-band centers;where one metal becomes
more reactive than another. This result simply indicates that,
while size may be tuned toward smaller particles, small particles
of Cu group metals do not become more reactive than the bulk
values of the Ni group. Size e#ects alone are not pronounced
enough to drastically shift the binding energies toward weak
binding.

Bimetallic systems are of particular interest due to the tunable
nature of the properties. For example, Khan et al. have shown
experimentally that a Ni monolayer on Pt(111) or a Pt mono-
layer on Ni(111) is more catalytically active for cyclohexene
hydrogenation than either Pt(111) or Ni(111).51 Di#erences in
lattice constants and d-band structures alter the surface electronic
properties, and this interaction may be tuned to optimize a given
interaction. Tuning the nanoparticle-ole!n interaction with bime-
tallic systems o#ers promise of enhanced ole!n-para"n separa-
tion membranes.

’CORE-SHELL NANOPARTICLES

Core-shell nanoparticles o#er tunable control over electronic
and structural properties. Binding energies on a core-shell system
are adjusted from the behavior of the pure metal systems through
both electronic and geometric e#ects. Lattice constant mismatch
introduces strain into the shell overlayer.

Bulk lattice constants follow the trend Pd < Pt < Ag < Au. The
choice of core metal introduces compression or strain into the
shell. The ratio of shell to core lattice constants, which are taken
from Wang et al.,27 is used to determine compression or expan-
sion. When the ratio is less than 1, the shell is streched due to a
larger lattice constant in the core.

As described by Mavrikakis et al., when the surface is com-
pressed, the local d-band width increases and the center of the
band moves down in energy in order to keep the same overall
!lling.52,53 This trend in d-band center due to lattice mismatch in
core-shell nanoparticles is shown in Figure 10.

When Au or Ag is used as a core for Pd or Pt, the shell d-band
center becomes closer to the Fermi level. Both Ag@Pt and Au@Pt
have d-band centers that are on the order of 0.2 eV;a 10% shift;
closer to the Fermi level than the case of Pd@Pt. Similarly, a smaller
core, the cases of Pt@Ag and Pt@Au, results in the surface d-band
center shifting downward but to a lesser extent.
Edges and Corners. The effect on edge and corner site

chemisorption that results from changing the identity of nano-
particle cores is shown in Tables 5 and 6. The trends in binding
energy, however, do not follow the predictions of the Hammer-
Nørskov model given the surface d-band shifts that appear in
Figure 10.
The trends in the binding energies indicate that the surface

d-band center alone does not have predictive power for the ethylene

Figure 8. The total density of states for stepped slabs of Pt and Pd. The
zero of energy is the Fermi level for each metal.

Figure 9. Thenormalmodes of ethylene in the gas phase (long black lines)
and chemisorbed on 79-atom corners (short colored lines) as calculated by
DFT are compared to experimental gas phase data49 (short red lines). In
parentheses are the calculated binding energies in eV for the di#erent metals.
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binding energy. For instance, the binding energies of Ag-cored
particles are always the lowest for a given shell metal. This result
is the opposite of the predictions of the Hammer-Nørskov
d-band model and of eq 2.
Ag has a larger lattice constant than Pd and Pt, so the

Hammer-Nørskov model predicts that the binding energy
should increase due to the d-band shift, yet the opposite is ob-
served. In addition, Au has a larger lattice constant than Ag, but
the Au cored particles do not follow the same trends as Ag cores.
Although lattice constant mismatch can predict the shell d-band
shift, it does not predict corresponding shifts in the binding
energy.
In terms of other factors impacting local reactivity, nearest

neighbors in metal layers have been identi!ed with a strong

in$uence on reactivity. In the case of Pd on Au, Roudgar and
Gross have identi!ed twoPdoverlayers on bulkAu as themaximum
of surface reactivity for reactions limited by CO or H binding.54

With a single overlayer, the surface d-band is shifted toward the
Fermi level, but the relatively inert Au bulk overlaps poorly with
the Pd overlayer and does not contribute or accept much charge
during chemisorption.
Tables 5 and 6 demonstrate that substituting Ag as a core will

lower the binding energy, despite its large lattice constant that
expands the shell and raises the surface d-band. The importance
of sublayer nearest-neighbors is demonstrated in Figure 11where
ethylene binds stronger on Pt@Ag than on pure Ag as a result of
the Pt core. The Pt core, as shown in Figure 11, more readily
facilitates charge transfer. During this charge redistribution upon
binding, the subsurface nearest neighbors play a large role in
donating or accepting charge, and this interaction directly a#ects
the strength of chemisorption at the surface.
The implication for tuning Ag nanoparticles for ole!n/para"n

separation membranes is that the binding energy may be tuned
upward by introducing a di#erent metal into the core. The binding
energy, however, may not be tuned lower, because Ag is the most
inert metal in terms of ole!n binding. Nanoparticles of Ag@Au,
however, have lower binding energies than pure Au and bind
ethylene in the same regime as pure Ag.
Facets of Core-Shell Nanoparticles. In addition to tuning

binding downward on reactive nanoparticles, a reasonable goal to
improve olefin/paraffin separation membranes is to activate the
(111) faces of Ag-shelled nanoparticles. As shown in Table 7,
however, no Ag-shelled particles bind ethylene.
Similar to the e#ects on edges and corners, Table 7 demon-

strates that, as a core, Ag may be used to tune the binding energy
downward. For the " binding geometry, the binding energy
on Ag@Pd and Ag@Pt is weaker than that on pure Pd and Pt,

Figure 10. The d-band shifts from pure metal nanoparticles are shown
as a function of the ratio of shell to core metal lattice constants. The red
star denotes the unshifted pure metal cases.

Table 5. Ethylene Binding on 79-Atom Core-Shell
Nanoparticle Edge Sites (eV)

core metal

shell metal Pd Pt Ag Au

Pd, " 1.21 1.22 1.01 1.14

Pd, di-! 1.40 1.35 1.34 1.47

Pt, " 1.23 1.36 1.03 1.37

Pt, di-! 1.77 1.72 1.71 1.92

Ag, " 0.31 0.39 0.32 0.40

Ag, di-! 0.23 0.28 a 0.32

Au, " 0.53 0.58 0.39 0.54

Au, di-! 0.28 0.44 0.27 0.56
aNo stable binding site.

Table 6. Ethylene Binding on 79-Atom Core-Shell
Nanoparticle Corner Site (eV)

core metal

shell metal Pd Pt Ag Au

Pd 1.16 1.25 1.16 1.25

Pt 1.58 1.54 1.42 1.64

Ag 0.41 0.45 0.37 0.49

Au 0.61 0.64 0.49 0.70

Figure 11. The ethylene binding-induced charge redistribution on (a) a
pure Ag79 nanoparticle and (b) a Pt@Ag nanoparticle. The dark charge-
di#erence isosurfaces are regions of depleted charge, and the light iso-
surfaces have added charge. The symmetry of the charge-di#erence
isosurfaces shows that charge is transferred from the " orbital to the "*
orbital on ethylene.
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respectively. Although binding is slightly weaker for Ag@Au than
it is for pure Au, the (111) face remains active. Given that the
edge and corner sites for this particle are tuned downward into
the regime of pure Ag binding energies, this result suggests that
Ag@Au nanoparticles have the promise of a weak interaction
with ethylene on under-coordinated atoms without the drawback
of inactive (111) faces.

’CHEMISORPTION ON AG(111) ALLOYS

Au and Ag have been demonstrated to form stable random
alloyed nanoparticles at various mole fractions of each compo-
nent without lattice strain.19,55,56 In contrast to particles with
independent Ag and Au phases that display two plasmon res-
onances, random alloys of Au-Ag display a single plasmon peak
whose position varies linearly withmole fraction.57 Nanoparticles
of these alloys o#er an additional parameter;the mole fraction of
each component;to tune.

Random structures for 25%-75% Au-Ag alloys were gener-
ated for each binding site, with at least six random structures
where ethylene would bind on a Ag atom and at least six struc-
tures with binding on a Au atom. The average binding energy was
taken for binding on each atom type. Random alloys of Au10Ag28,
similar to the behavior of Au38 in Table 4, tended to deform upon
binding and were excluded.

The trends in Table 8 for chemisorption on the Au-Ag
random alloys are di#erent from the trends in the Ag@Au core-
shell nanoparticle. In particular, binding on Au atoms is lowered
from the pure Au case and, surprisingly, the Ag@Au case. The
binding energies on these sites are on the order of the binding
energy on a similar Ag atom. The net e#ect is that the edges of
these alloy particles will bind ethylene with approximately the
same binding energy as a pure Ag particle.

Unlike pure Ag particles, which do not chemisorb ethylene on
(111) faces at any particle size, the Au-Ag alloyed particles

in Table 8 have active (111) faces that bind ethylene at all sizes.
The reactivity of the Ag atoms on the (111) face is enough to
activate the full surface regardless of nanoparticle size. One of the
primary goals in replacing pure Ag nanoparticles in ole!n/
para"n membranes is to increase the amount of active surface
area on each particle that will chemisorb ethylene. The Au-Ag
25%-75% random alloy nanoparticles maintain an e#ective
binding energy on under-coordinated sites while activating the
previously inactive (111) faces.

’CONCLUSIONS

Silver, the metal most commonly used in nanocomposite
membranes for ole!n-para"n separations, has been demon-
strated to have the weakest binding energy for ethylene among all
of the late transition metals. Analytical modeling has demon-
strated that, in general, weak chemisorption of ethylene is preferable
in membranes and that the amount of active metal surface area in
a membrane is a crucial factor. Thus, we have sought to identify
the tunable parameters that may be used to activate the (111)
faces of silver nanoparticles without signi!cantly strengthening
the binding energy on edges and corners.

We identify the d-band as the controlling factor in chemisorp-
tion on pure metals. The d-band center does not shift far enough
as a function of nanoparticle size to signi!cantly a#ect chemi-
sorption. The binding interaction during chemisorption depletes
charge from the C-C " bond and lowers the bond order. We
demonstrate that the $(CC) and %(CH2) modes of ethylene
shift proportionately with binding energy. These modes are
Raman-active and Cu, Au, Ag, and bimetallics of these metals
are all active SERS substrates.

We have demonstrated that tuning for nanoparticle size alone
is not enough to activate the (111) faces on small Ag particles.
Small particles of Au have active (111) faces; however, these
small particles have unfavorably strong binding on edges and
corners. Larger particles of Cu, despite having an unfavorable
surface-volume ratio, display trends in binding energy that also
indicate potential for use in nanocomposite membranes.

In bimetallic systems, structure is a tunable parameter in which
unordered random alloys and ordered core-shell nanoparticles
may both be generated experimentally. We have identi!ed
subsurface atoms as playing a large role in binding energies for
ethylene. Although the d-band shift in the surface due to core-
shell lattice mismatch plays a role in chemisorption, the ability of
the subsurface layers to donate or accept charge has a signi!cant
impact on binding energies. Substituting reactivemetals into a Ag
shell has been demonstrated to not activate the Ag(111) faces. Ag
cores, however, lower the binding energies on reactive particles,
and we identify Ag@Au as a strong candidate for use in ole!n/
para"n separation membranes.

We !nd that random alloys of Ag and Au display the most
promise for use in nanocomposite membranes. Alloys of 75%
Ag with 25% Au display binding energies that are comparable
to the pure Ag binding energies on edges and corners. The
(111) faces of these alloys display increased reactivity over the
reactivities of both pure Au and Ag for all particle sizes and in
the bulk. We expect that nanoparticles of this random alloy will
be stable over time under industrial operating conditions and
chemisorb ethylene on (111) faces as well as under-coordi-
nated sites. Particles of this composition will bind ethylene in
the same way that pure Ag does but without the drawback of
inactive surface area.

Table 7. Ethylene Binding on 79-Atom Core-Shell Nano-
particle (111) Faces

core metal

shell metal Pd Pt Ag Au

Pd, " 0.87 0.89 0.77 0.99

Pd, di-! 1.10 1.11 1.15 1.30

Pt, " 1.02 1.37 0.92 1.11

Pt, di-! 1.43 1.73 1.37 1.70

Ag a a a a

Au 0.12 0.12 0.22 0.25
aNo chemisorption >0.05 eV.

Table 8. Ethylene Binding on 25%-75% Au-Ag Random
Alloys (eV)

edge corner (111)

size Au Ag Au Ag Au Ag

NP-79 0.28 0.33 0.33 0.41 a 0.15

NP-140 0.21 0.28 0.30 0.37 a 0.11

slab 0.23 0.30 0.37 0.40 a 0.10
aNo chemisorption >0.05 eV.
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